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Issue Strategies to be Used 

Gun Violence Targeted neighborhood patrols based on intelligence and data, derived from both the IFC and district based 

officers and detectives.  Gun review meetings will not be held on overtime, but information and 

intelligence from those meetings will be used to ensure that targeted patrols are directed at the right 

neighborhoods, during the right time of day, and focused on the right offenders (enhanced case 

management).  The goal is to prevent gun violence, recover guns from offenders, and hold offenders to 

account for their crimes.  

 

Expand bicycle and foot patrols as determined by the district commander.  

 

Targeted tavern enforcement during peak gun violence periods associated with taverns, especially those 

that have a history of gun violence. 

 

North Increased MCORP home visits to known gun offenders  

 

Targeted patrols to parks where gun violence associated with basketball courts has been problematic.  

 

Enhance dedicated rapid response ShotSpotter units assigned to either the NTF or Districts can be 

deployed in high frequency areas of ShotSpotter activations to not only ensure a quick on-scene response, 

but also the ability to arrest offenders and seize illegal guns. 

Fatalities from Vehicle 

Crashes 

The NTF Data Driven Approach to Crash and Traffic Safety plan takes effect May 1, 2015.  The initiative 

already has overtime funds allocated from state DOT grants.  In addition, districts may wish to dedicate 

periods of overtime to address high frequency crash locations that intersect with high crime locations.  

District units will enforce speed laws utilizing radar or laser units, and additionally, will enforce other 

traffic law violations as well.  Such deployments will be data driven and conducted in coordination with 

the NTF to avoid redundancies in enforcement locations. 
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Motor Vehicle Thefts Expand targeted patrols of those locations experiencing high levels of auto thefts and auto theft recoveries 

will be undertaken.  

 

Increase in targeting known and high frequency offender through increased home visits by the JMCORP 

and MCORP units on overtime will assist in keeping offenders accountable. 

 

Targeted parks deployments around play areas, such as pools and basketball courts that will often times 

result in young people driving stolen cars to the parks will be conducted.   

Disorder Neighborhood Based on data and intelligence, targeted deployments on foot, bike, and squad car will focus on 

neighborhoods with high levels of disorder.  A highly visible police presence with a strong focus on quality 

of life enforcement activities will be undertaken to deter quality of life violations and hold those engaging 

in such activities accountable.  

 

Utilizing the district CLOs and CPU teams to focus on nuisance abatement of those locations where 

disorder is problematic, such as private homes, chronic crime issues at businesses, such as gas stations, 

taverns, corner grocery stores, etc.  Some overtime funds will allow these officers, who primarily work 

nights, the opportunity to work earlier or later to address such issues that occur outside of their regular duty 

hours.  They will be able to team up with DNS, DPW, MHD, etc. to conduct inspections of nuisance places 

and take enforcement action as needed to abate the nuisance.  

 

Robbery Initiative - The strategy to be used is based on identifying targets that live in District 3 or 5 who 

have multiple arrests for robbery, prolific robbers, and offenders who are awaiting trial for robbery but are 

out on bail.  Information sharing and intelligence briefings are essential for the development of hot spot 

deployment. Threat assessments are written and presented at charging conferences for charging and bail 

purposes. 
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Hot Spot Crime Reduction Plan - The function of the sworn staff and partners in this initiative is to review 

intelligence products that identify geographic areas of the city impacted by violent crime.  Decisions of 

targeting for mitigation will be made and provided to the Tactical Intelligence Sector Team with direction 

on moving forward.  Each District will prepare a monthly threat assessment focused on their priority threat 

within geographic borders.  The Tactical Intelligence Sector Team will create a 21 day deployment to 

eliminate or effectively reduce the threat that has been identified.  The threat assessment and deployment 

will also serve to collect and document information in the targeted area to serve as actionable intelligence 

in the future for the purposes of restoring areas to sustainable civic life. 
 

Avoid longer response 

times to Priority 1 calls 

Backfill squads that are assigned to proactive and preventative patrol duties with officers who can handle 

calls for service.  Perhaps assigning stack cars to handle lower priority assignments or priority one triage 

squads to determine the state of a true emergency would be good options for increased capacity to handle 

the higher call volume usually associated with warmer summer weather. 

 

Add additional squads to take assignments during peak call volume periods to enhance those assigned to 

backfill for proactive squads (force multiplier). 

 

Investigations Work on unsolved cases and various cold case non-fatal shootings and follow-up from this year. 

 

Add additional Forensic personnel on the street during peak time to process scenes. 

 

Add additional resources in the lab for faster turnaround on processing of guns. 

 


